DREAM TEAM
The 2015 Designer Showhouse collaboration
blends 13 styles into one modern, bright and
cohesive stunner of a space

BY MARIA MARTIN

PHOTOGRAPHY BY RAUL J. GARCIA
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When it comes to pitching in for a charity, the old adage, “too
many cooks spoil the broth” simply doesn’t hold up.
In fact, for everyone from the architect to the builder of the
Denver Life Magazine Designer Showhouse, open to the public
from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. daily June 1-14, this was a nearly
seamless project.

A striking roofline lends a modern silhouette to this Cory-Merrill neighborhood home.

The 2015 Showhouse, a collaboration between the magazine
and Caliber Construction, is a
4,800-plus-square-foot home
in Denver’s Cory-Merrill neighborhood. A $15 admission fee
will go straight to Habitat for
Humanity (see story on page 36),
a project all those involved were
excited to support.
Brad Liber, president of Caliber
Construction, says he was amazed
at the level of cooperation among
all of those who put countless
hours into the effort, including
around a dozen interior designers.
“It’s done and staged, and it’s
better than I ever could have
expected,” he says. “It turned
out more stunning than what I
expected, and it really opened
my eyes to what designers can
really do.”
Coordinating 13 design firms
with 13 different styles, schedules
and visions for each space was a
challenge to say the least, says lead
designer Caylin Engle, founder of
CBE Interiors, and lead designer

with Caliber Construction.
“Luckily, they are all very talented and things went smoothly,”
she says. “It was so fun seeing
each space come together.”
And, while every project brings
a set of challenges, Engle adds,
with this one, it was essential that
she could make decisions quickly
on site, and keep the overall
esthetic of the home in mind.
“Viewing each room as its own
space while keeping continuity
throughout the entire home; that
was key,” she says.
Architect Don Goerig, of
Goerig Design, agrees with Liber
and Engle that the cooperation
between builder, architect and
designers helped this project go
smoothly. And it helps, he adds,
that proceeds from the home tour
will go to Habitat for Humanity.
“The home is somewhat
modern, but like all great modern houses, it has warmth,” he
says. “There are areas where you
would want to sit and relax.”
What helps bring that warmth

is wood, which visitors will see
on walls and in unexpected
places. And the house is bright—
light is essential to a modern
home, Goerig says.
“It’s just been a great experience, doing this house,” he adds.
Modern construction—from
materials to function—is a large
focus of Caliber, Liber says.
“It’s not a cold, contemporary
finish,” he says. “We bring in
warm elements.”
Best, he says, is that there is a
sense of continuity throughout
the home—something some
showhouses overlook.
“All the rooms tie together,” he
says. “It feels like one house, and
not just a bunch of rooms.”
Keeping those rooms uncluttered was the job of Josh Stewart,
technology adviser for Xssentials,
a technology integration firm.
On a house like this, Stewart
first focuses on convenience.
“It’s not so much ‘Will my house
think for itself?’ as it is ‘Will it
respond to my phone?’ ” he says.
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One of the first steps Stewart
took in this project was to get rid
of the myriad light switches that
clutter many homes; the clusters
of three-way switches often are
confusing and unsightly.
“In the garage, you hit a switch
that says ‘home’ and it will turn
on all the lights in the room you
use most,” he says.
Homeowners can customize
those preferences and choose
to have a master switch in the
bedroom that shuts down interior lights and turns on outdoor
lights at night.
The house also has a great
WiFi and sound system, he adds.
We asked the cast of talented
designers to weigh in on their
inspiration for the space they
worked in, to share some of the
elements in the room that will
catch visitors’ eyes and, finally,
to answer the question everyone wants to know: How can
the average person take inspiration for their own home decor?
It’s time to take the tour.

Large, original art and subtle pops of bright color add spark to the home’s neutral dining and great rooms.
See next page for details.
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MAKE A STATEMENT

THE ROOMS: The dining and great rooms
THE DESIGNER: Pamela Kelker, Castles Interiors / 303.989.0801 / castlesinteriors.com
HER INSPIRATION: The contemporary architecture of the home and its simplicity. Kelker
wanted the décor to feel casual, dressy and comfortable all at the same time. She used
neutrals with pops of colors in orange and yellow, softening it a bit with the use of gray and
taupe shades in the great room draperies and both rugs.
AWE-INSPIRING FEATURES: She painted the inset of the transom windows a contrasting
black, creating the backdrop for three very large custom pieces of art—making that entire
space a focal point and bold statement.

PRO TIP: Do something fun—use different dining chair
styles and upholster them all in the same fabric. You
have continuity that way, but you’ve added a twist.
RESOURCES:
• Furniture: Town, townstudio.com
• Rugs: Floor Coverings by CPA, cpacarpets.com
• Accessories: Castles Home Décor, 3000 E. Third Ave.,
castleshomedecor.com
• Art: Pam Kelker
• Paint: Guiry's/Benjamin Moore Pashmina AF-100,
guirys.com
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PLAY WITH TEXTURES

THE ROOM: Kitchen and eating area
THE DESIGNER: Kristen Terjesen, Studio 10 Interior Design /
studio10interiordesign.com
HER INSPIRATION: The contemporary lines of the house. Organic
pieces, including the dining table and barstools, offset the lines of the
kitchen.
AWE-INSPIRING FEATURES: A quartz wall covering on the back wall
in the kitchen is a feature visitors see upon entering the home. The
designers on the team wanted to use the textured paper to highlight
the architectural elements of the room. A one-of-a-kind Chamha wood
tabletop is designed to highlight the wood’s natural imperfections, rather
than cover them up.
PRO TIP: Wallpaper can be a great tool to create a focal point within
your home. Select a wall that will get lots of exposure to get more return
on your investment.
RESOURCES:
• Wallpaper: Phillip Jeffries,
phillipjeffries.com
• Installer: Gary Bryant,
garybryantkitchens.com
• Custom window treatments,
fabric: Clarke & Clarke, clarkeclarke.com; labor completed by
Wendy Lami, Material Things,
wendylami.com
• Counter stools: Arteriors,
arteriorshome.com
• Dining table: Phillips Collection,
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phillipscollection.com
• Dining chairs: Brownstone Furniture, brownstonefurniture.com
• Rug: Surya, surya.com
• Painting: Benson-Cobb,
bensoncobb.com
• Sculptures: Global Views,
globalviews.com
All furnishings, accessories,
wallpaper and window treatments
available through Studio 10 Interior Design

MAKE IT WORK

THE ROOM: Home office
THE DESIGNERS: Barbara Bork and Jamie Valdez, Lola Gray Home & Design / lolagrayhome.com
THEIR INSPIRATION: This beautiful home features modern architecture, using materials including glass, stone
and wood. While furnishings can soften a space, the goal was to create a simplified office that offers a softer
environment through color and texture.
AWE-INSPIRING FEATURES: An 8-foot square original contemporary painting, along with an interesting use
and combination of shades of white, give a chic and current look.
PRO TIP: Layer neutral tones by using different textures—linen, wool and silk, for instance—for a timeless feel.
RESOURCES:
• Custom upholstered pieces, artwork, drapery: available at Lola Gray Home Collection, 2516 Broadway, Boulder
• Fabrics: Kravet, kravet.com
• Paint: Guiry's/Benjamin Moore, Simply White OC-117, guirys.com
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BE ORIGINAL

THE ROOM: Master bedroom and bathroom
THE DESIGNER: Aneka Kerlin, Aneka Interiors,
Inc. / 720.420.4454 / anekainteriorsinc.com
HER INSPIRATION: Kerlin wanted to create
a relaxing haven, using soft textures and cool
gray tones with a hint of turquoise and yellow
to brighten things up. She was drawn to a tufted bed in a dark gray linen to set the stage. The
crisp white and gray bedding adds a simple yet
luxurious feel that evokes a spa-like ambience.
AWE-INSPIRING FEATURE: Original artwork
in gray and white completes the look and
adds interest.
PRO TIPS: Use neutral tones for paint and
larger pieces to create a timeless look that can
be easily changed by swapping out pillows,
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accessories and artwork. And organize your wardrobe by investing in a custom walk-in closet that will
help ease the morning rush.
RESOURCES:
• Closet: Closet Factory, closetfactory.com
• Cabinet, chair, lamps, bench and bathroom stool:
Town, townstudio.com
• Bed and nightstands: Lexington Home Brands,
lexington.com
• Bed linens and pillows: The Brass Bed, 303.322.1712,
brassbedfinelinens.com
• Artwork: The Fine Art & Frame Company,
970.490.1001, thefineartandframecompany.com
• Area rug: Organic Looms, organiclooms.com
• Paint: Guiry's/Benjamin Moore Gray Huskie 1473
(bedroom walls); Simply White OC-117 (ceiling detail); Delray Gray 1614 (bathroom walls), guirys.com

TELL A COLOR STORY

THE ROOM: Teen’s bedroom and bathroom
THE DESIGNER: Shawna Jaramillo, Design 5 Seventy-One / design571.com
HER INSPIRATION: The use of fresh colors
AWE-INSPIRING FEATURE: A coral-colored tufted upholstered bed
PRO TIP: Don’t be afraid of color. You can use it in small doses and in inexpensive items, such as
throw pillows, that can easily be replaced or switched out. This keeps the commitment level low.
RESOURCES:
• Bathroom wallpaper: MODA Antica
• Wallpaper installation: Alec Ramsay, Ramsay Wallcovering, ramsaywallcovering.com
• Bedroom paint: Guiry's/Benjamin Moore Old Navy 2063-10, guirys.com
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MIX METALS

THE ROOMS: Game room and
home theater space
THE DESIGNERS: Cassy Kicklighter Poole, Kaleidoscope Design (game room) / 303.521.7297
/ kaleidoscopedesigndenver.
com and Maureen Conway, MC
Design Studio (home theater) /
720.938.6198
THEIR INSPIRATION: The designers quickly agreed that these
spaces should be designed with
collaborative efforts to maintain
flow in the lower level.
AWE-INSPIRING FEATURES:
The designers’ inspiration for the
space was an adult hang-out with
a bit of a masculine flare. It was
important to take into consideration a few of the key elements
of the home—the custom metal
staircase, wood soffits on the exterior and the retro approach to
the lighting. They wanted to take
a bit more savvy ’60s approach
to the space and tie in some of
the elements of the home: the
stained wood tongue and groove
ceiling over the pool table, the
addition of the “Sputnik” style
pool table light and a custom
walnut drink rail with hand-forged
metal support brackets.
PRO TIPS: Furniture and accessories in these spaces lend
themselves to a lounge vibe.
Consider soft, plush fabrics in a
style you’d see at hotels, restaurants and bars. The design duo
even brought back giant throw
pillows. Also, “don’t mix metals”
is an interior design rule meant to
be broken.
RESOURCES:
• Walnut drink rail: David Muth,
Custom Home Woodworks,
3423 S. Umatilla St., Englewood,
720.771.4919
• Large furniture pieces:
Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams,
Cherry Creek Shopping Center,
720.214.8060, mgbwhome.com
• Pool table and accessories:
Fodor Billards,
fodorbilliards.com
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With a comfy seating area, game table, pool table and wine wall, it's a
wonder anyone would ever leave such a basement.
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GO GRAPHIC

THE ROOMS: Guest bedroom and bathroom
THE DESIGNER: Corinne Ekle, c2Design / 720.341.8900 / c2designinteriors.com
HER INSPIRATION: The designer wanted visitors to walk in and get a sense of retreat and comfort
that they often find when staying in a luxurious hotel.
AWE-INSPIRING FEATURES: The graphic, bold band that is carried from the back wall behind the
bed to the ceiling uses graphic, abstract wallpaper. A charcoal high-gloss ceiling color draws the
eye up, creating an illusion that the basement ceilings are higher than they are.

SHOW OFF YOUR COLLECTION
THE ROOM: The wine wall

THE DESIGNER: Charles Malek, VintageView Wine Storage Systems /
303.504.9463 / vintageview.com
HIS INSPIRATION: The team wanted something that would be fun for
the homeowners, as well as all their guests. The wine wall is one of the
main focuses of the downstairs living area, and is adjacent to the pool
table, providing for a truly interactive space.

AWE-INSPIRING FEATURES: The wine system will accommodate up to
384 bottles—or 32 cases—so the homeowner will have plenty of storage.
The VintageView racking is a label forward system, so all who come will
be able to easily identify all the bottles in the homeowner’s collection.
PRO TIPS: Determine how much storage capacity you think you will need
and allow for some growth. Ask yourself, do you want a traditional cork
forward system or a more modern label forward system? Be sure to keep
your wine collection away from direct sunlight, as well as areas that have a
lot of vibration. A cool, dark place is the best natural place to store wine.

PRO TIPS: Don’t be afraid to paint the ceiling. Think of the ceiling as the fifth wall, and don’t leave
it out of the design process. Also, don’t be afraid of wallpaper. Wallpaper has come a long way and
really is a great medium to experiment with. Another tip: Hang drapery as close to the ceiling as
possible. It makes the ceilings look taller and adds drama to the space.
RESOURCES:
•B
 edroom and bathroom
wallpaper: Candice Olson in
Mirage (bedroom); Freestyle
(bathroom), candiceolson.com
• Bed: Urbana queen bed from
Lexington Home Brands,
lexington.com

•A
 ccessories and art: Castles
• Paint: Guiry's/Benjamin
Home Decor, castlesinteriors.
Moore Grant Beige HC-83;
com, and c2Design
Deep Creek 1477 (ceiling);
• Custom bedding and drapery:
Simply White OC117 (bathAnna Nguyen Fabricators
room), guirys.com
• Greenery: Beck's Silk Plant Co.,
beckssilkplant.com
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HAVE MORE FUN

THE ROOM: Laundry room
THE DESIGNER: Michelle Ku, Addison Design / 303.343.3418 /
addisoninteriordesigndenver.com
HER INSPIRATION: Simple; she
wanted the room to be bold and
fun.
AWE-INSPIRING FEATURES: Colorful wallpaper and an aqua ceiling
draw attention.
PRO TIP: Make a work space like
a laundry room fun—a place you
want to spend time in so that your
work is more enjoyable. And don’t
forget about the ceiling!
RESOURCES:
•P
 aint: Guiry's/Benjamin Moore
Nimbus 1465 and Tranquil Blue
2051-50 (ceiling), guirys.com
• Wallpaper: Osborne & Little,
osborneandlittle.com
• Baskets and other accessories:
The Container Store, container
store.com

GO BOLD

THE ROOM: Mud room and powder room
THE DESIGNER: April Kemerling,
AK Interior Design / 720.381.6607
/ interiordesignbyak.com
HER INSPIRATION: The designer’s favorite season, spring. She
used vivid colors and patterns
that energize.
AWE-INSPIRING FEATURE: The
wallpaper used in the powder
room and the bold color in the
mud room will grab visitors’
attention. Kemerling used an
oversized graphic pattern and

added some simple pops of color
to liven things up. She opted for
a bold blue in both the wallpaper
and as an accent wall color in the
mud room. This not only connects the spaces, but introduces
another bold element without
repeating the wallpaper.
PRO TIP: A small space, particularly a powder room, is a great
opportunity to have some fun
and go bold. Using a striking wallpaper makes a huge statement
without having to add much else.

RESOURCES:
• Wallpaper: AK Interior Design
• West Elm, westelm.com
• Target, target.com
• Cozy Cottage
• Beck’s Silk Plant Co., becks
silkplant.com
• Fine Carpet and Fabric Care,
finecare.com
• Classic Wallcoverings, blindswallpaper.net
• Paint: Guiry's/Benjamin Moore
New York State of Mind 805,
guirys.com
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PUT YOUR PLANTS
ON A PEDESTAL
THE ROOM: The Patio

THE DESIGNER: John Salisbury,
Larrabee’s Furniture + Design /
larrabeesfurniture.com
HIS INSPIRATION: The home itself, along with information from
the architect about his design.
The designer was further inspired
by the collaboration from the
builder and his design team, who
came up with the finishes and
character of the home.

GET IT IN GEAR
THE ROOMS: The gear closet (some call it a garage)

a toy box, so the team provided sturdy Kobalt brand utility cabinets.
They also outfitted it with the coolest and hippest gear available on the
outdoor scene today.

THE DESIGNER: Rendezvous Colorado / 970.726.5177 / rendezvous
colorado.com
THEIR INSPIRATION: Koelbel and Company’s Rendezvous Colorado. The
resort community in Winter Park offers all the Colorado lifestyle activities
Denver residents enjoy, from hiking and biking to cross-country skiing
and snowshoeing.

AWE-INSPIRING FEATURES:
Outdoor living areas offer a
unique, while challenging, opportunity. Having an area that is
exposed to the elements requires
using materials that will not only
stand up to those elements, but
also weather in such a way that
continues to work in the space
throughout the season. The
whole idea of an outdoor living
space comes from a love of the
outdoors and a desire to surround
yourself in it. What better way to
express that love than to create
“showcases” of living art in these
areas through the use of specially
designed pedestals and pots?

AWE-INSPIRING FEATURES: The gear closet, of course, has to have

PRO TIPS: Don’t forget to integrate your favorite activities into your
home design. An organized gear closet and drop zone in the transition
space of your home is the best way to maximize time enjoying your
favorite activities, rather than losing time trying to find your gear, getting
it organized and preserving it.

VENDORS
FRAMING
BiggE Construction, Inc.
ROOFING B&L Roofing, Inc.
bandlroofinginc.com

PRO TIP: Remember, the container is as important as what it
contains when it comes to accessorizing. Whether it is a color,
shape, size or texture, containers
offer an elemental statement that
should not be lost by only placing pots on the ground.

LIGHT FIXTURES
Fusion Light and Design
fusionlightandesign.com
DRYWALL G&A Construction

MASTER BEDROOM CLOSET
Closet Factory
closetfactory.com
ENGINEER Conkle, Inc.

ARCHITECT Goerig Design
goerigdesign.com

IRON WORK
Colonial Iron Works

TILE WORK IG Tile
CABINETS Kabi / kabi.net
GARAGE CABINETS
Koelbel and Company
koelbelco.com

LANDSCAPING
Designs by Sundown
designsbysundown.com
BRICK WORK DH Construction
APPLIANCES Ferguson
FINISHING CARPENTRY
Final Cut Woodworking
HARDWOOD FLOORING
Floor & Décor
flooranddecor.com

CLEANING Got It Maid
gotitmaidcleaning.com

GARAGE DOOR
Wayne Dalton
wayne-dalton.com
CARPET INSTALLATION
Patriots Carpet, Inc.

HARDWARE Rio Grande Co.
riograndeco.com

WINDOWS/EXTERIOR
DOORS Pella / pella.com

HVAC Smith & Willis
smithandwillis.com

MECHANICAL
Performance Plumbing &
Heating

PAINTING Star Painting
INSULATION United Insulators
unitedinsulators.com

WATER AND SEWER
Pipe Control, LLC

ELECTRICAL Vertical Electric
WINE RACKS VintageView
vintageview.com

FLOORING ProSource
prosourcedenver.com

STAIRS
Masterpiece Stair
masterpiecestair.net
FLOORING Mile Hi Hardwood
milehihardwood.com
FENCING No Hassle Fence
Company / nohasslefence.com

DOOR HARDWARE
Schlage Hardware
schlage.com

INTERIOR DOORS ProBuild
probuild.com

FRAMING MATERIAL
Wood Source
woodsource.com

MIRRORS/GLASS DOORS
Red Rocks Glass
FLATWORK Right Start Concrete

LOW VOLT SECURITY
Xssentials / xssentials.com
PAINT
Guiry's / guirys.com
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